In [1], we construct singular varieties G  associated to a polynomial mapping . Moreover, we provide some examples to illustrate these relations, using the software Maple to complete the calculations of the examples. We provide some discussions on these relations. This paper is an example for graduate students to apply a software that they study in the graduate program in advanced researches.
 where 2 n ≥ such that if G is a local submersion but is not a fibration, then the 2-dimensional homology and intersection homology (with total perversity) of the variety G  are not trivial. In [2] , the authors prove that if there exists a so-called very good projection with respect to the regular value Let X be a variety such that X admits a locally topologically trivial stratification. We IH X ), we mean the homology (resp., the intersection homology) with both compact supports and closed supports.
Goresky and MacPherson proved that the intersection homology is independent on the choice of the stratification satisfying the locally topologically trivial conditions.
The Poincaré duality holds for the intersection homology of a (singular) variety: 
and call it the asymptotic variety (see [6] ). The following holds:
Varieties
In [1] , we construct singular varieties associated to a polynomial mapping
 be a real function such that , :
For an open and dense set of polynomial mappings
Now, let us consider:
Since the dimension of 
, , , ,
In order to understand better the construction of the variety G  , see the example 4.13 in [1] .
Then, there exists a real alge-
, where 0 p > , such that:
2) The singular set at infinity of the variety G  is contained in
| , : tends to infinity, tends to . 
:
We have the two following theorems dealing with the homology and intersection homology of the variety G  .
where t is the total perversity.
, , :
, where ˆi G is the leading form of i G , that is the homogenous part of highest degree of i G , for
Remark 3.3. The singular set at infinity of G  depends on the choice of the function ρ , since when ρ changes, the set G  also changes. However, we have alway [8] , , , :
i) The restriction
ii) The cardinal of ( ) 
Relations between [1] and [2]
Let ( )
is a regular value of G. Let :
 be a real function such that 
for any ρ , where t is the total perversity.
Proof. Let ( ) 
, 0
Proof. Let ( )
, , : 

We have also the following corollary. 
G t
− is bigger than that of the generic fiber, where
Proof. At first, since the zero set  ) such that on every element of this covering, the map-ping F induces a diffeomorphism onto its image. We can find semi-algebraic closed 
We get the ( )
, the singular set at infinity of which is
With this construction of the set G  , the corollaries 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 also hold.
Some Discussions
A natural question is to know if the converses of the corollaries 5.1 and 5.2 hold. That means, let ( )
Question 6.1. If there exists a very good projection with respect to
, then is the Euler characteristic of , :
where t is the total perversity. 
for any ρ , where t is the total perversity. B) Solve now the system of equations of the above determinants:
Examples
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